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Abstract
Background: Three-dimensional (3D) printed anatomic models are increasingly being developed for medical education, however, their efficacy as a study tool is unclear, particularly in the context of thoracic anatomy. Methods: Premedical and medical students were randomly assigned to either a lecture using a standard anatomy textbook or the
same lecture along with a 3D printed model of the mediastinum. Participants took a timed pre-test and post-test,
identifying 12 mediastinal structures on a prosected human cadaver. Independent and dependent t tests were used to
compare individual and group improvements, respectively. A subjective assessment was also performed. Results: A
total of ten medical trainees participated, five in the textbook cohort and five in the 3D model cohort. Overall, there was
a significant improvement in test scores from the pre-test to the post-test (4.4 to 6.8, P 5 0.01), and within both the
textbook cohort (3.7 to 5.9, P 5 0.01) and the 3D model cohort (5.0 to 7.6, P 5 0.01). There was no difference in time
to test completion overall or within the two cohorts. There were greater improvements in the 3D model cohort
compared with the textbook cohort in terms of test scores (2.2 vs. 2.6, P = 0.53) and time to test completion ( 0.8
vs. 1.6 min, P = 0.54), however, these differences were not statistically significant. Subjectively, all five of the trainees
using the 3D model acknowledged a perceived benefit in their mediastinal anatomy education. Positive feedback from
trainees in both cohorts included the visual-spatial relationships and haptics afforded by the model that standardized
textbooks failed to provide, as well as general excitement in using an innovative 3D model to learn human anatomy.
Conclusions: The 3D printed model of the mediastinum did not demonstrate a quantitative improvement in identifying anatomic structures on a cadaver compared with standard textbook education in a small cohort of medical trainees.
However, there was strong perceived benefit and enjoyment in the use of the 3D model.
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Introduction
Anatomy education has long been a cornerstone in medical
training, classically taught through didactic lectures, and
supplemented by textbooks and cadaveric dissection.1 The
latter is widely considered the gold standard for learning
and testing anatomy, secondary to the three-dimensional
(3D) interaction and tactile manipulation of tissues using
this educational tool.2,3 However, pressures on the curriculum and increasing ethical issues have forced medical
schools to reduce the amount of time and resources available to trainees regarding cadaveric specimens.2,4,5
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Consequently, some have reported that the baseline knowledge of anatomy among medical graduates is substandard
and may be unsafe for medical practice.6–8 In this context,
there has been increasing educational demand to provide
medical trainees with accurate, realistic, and innovative supplements to cadaveric resources.4,5,9
3D printing technology has evolved rapidly in the last
decade and has garnered considerable traction within the
medical community for applications such as surgical planning, implant fabrication, and medical education.10–15 The
popularity of this technology is largely a result of readily
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available high-resolution medical tomographic radiologic
imaging, enabling patient-specific 3D models with substantial structural and anatomic fidelity.16 The visual-spatial
relationships and tactile interaction afforded by 3D printed
models has naturally led to the adoption of this innovative
tool to enhance medical trainee education. Advantages of
using 3D printed models for anatomy education are the
patient-specific anatomic fidelity and the ability to develop
these models quickly and in house by educational staff.
Alternatively, plastic educational anatomy models are often
expensive, mass-produced, and have been criticized as
“idealized caricatures lacking anatomical accuracy”.9,17
The introduction and development of 3D printed models
for anatomy education and surgical simulation have been
published by a few groups for various medical and veterinary applications.2,9,10,18 These novel approaches have certainly demonstrated promising results; however, our group
became curious about the usefulness of testing the efficacy
of these innovative 3D models using two-dimensional (2D)
testing (multiple choice and structure identification using
images).2,9 Medical trainees are often relegated to using
2D resources (textbooks and didactic lectures) to study
anatomy, because access to and hours of operation of cadaver labs are limited. Accordingly, a randomized controlled
trial was designed to delineate whether a 3D printed model
of the thoracic mediastinum had any advantage compared
with the existing 2D resources in teaching anatomy to medical trainees based on an anatomy test using a prosected
cadaver. The primary aim of this study was to evaluate
the efficacy of a 3D printed model as a viable resource
that can be used to aid in a medical trainee’s ability to
identify key thoracic anatomy. As a secondary aim, we
sought to assess the subjective responses of our study participants to the 3D printed model. We hypothesized that the
3D printed model would objectively improve a trainee’s
ability to identify key mediastinal anatomy.

Material and methods
Development of the 3D mediastinal model
The anatomy of interest was segmented from computed
tomography images of the mediastinum from a selected
patient using Materialise Mimics (Materialise NV, Ghent,
Belgium) and then exported as mesh (.stl) files. These files
were assembled in Autodesk Maya (Autodesk, San Rafael,
CA) for further manipulation, repair, and rendering. The
completed files were printed on the Stratasys J735 printer
(Stratasys, Edina, MN), an industrial level full color printer
that utilizes polyjet technology. The print includes various
colors blended with the Agilus30 Clear material to give the
printed anatomic vasculature flexibility. To increase

visibility of the posterior mediastinal structures within our
model, the sternum was printed so that it could be removed
and reattached using small magnets that were inserted after
printing (Fig. 1).
Testing anatomic knowledge using a human cadaver
With the support of our medical school anatomy lab, we
prosected a cadaver, isolating and carefully labeling 12 mediastinal anatomic structures of varying difficulty: aorta, right
lung, left innominate vein, right innominate artery, trachea,
station seven lymph node, left recurrent laryngeal nerve,
right pulmonary artery, main pulmonary artery, superior
vena cava, station 5 (aortopulmonary window) lymph
node, left common carotid artery (Fig. 2). The structures
selected were based on the existing medical school clinical
curriculum as well as expert opinion from a panel of multidisciplinary academic physicians involved in medical
education.
Study randomization
Medical trainees within our institution were asked to participate in our study through medical student interest group
outreach, as well as flyers and email advertisements. The
trainee level of education ranged from pre-medical to medical student. Participants in the study were randomized to
either a lecture from an attending thoracic surgeon (N.S.L.)
using images from a standard anatomy textbook (control)
or the same lecture as well as a review of anatomic structures using our 3D printed model of the mediastinum
(intervention) (Fig. 3). Block randomization was carried
out by a member of the institution’s surgical education
program.
Study protocol
Once assigned to a cohort, all participants completed a pretest to record gender, training level, interest in thoracic
surgery, and self-reported confidence in ability to identify
mediastinal structures. They were then asked to identify 12
prosected mediastinal structures within a single cadaver,
thus testing baseline knowledge. Trainees were given unlimited time, and the time to test completion was documented
by the proctor supervising the trainees. Participants were
given a study identification number, so that their pre- and
post-test scores could be compared.
After the pre-test was completed, all trainees underwent a
10-min lecture using 2D images of the mediastinum selected
from standard textbook resources. The lecture carefully
reviewed the mediastinal anatomy reflected in the prosected
cadaver and provided a variety of 2D axial, coronal, and
sagittal images. On completion of the didactic session, the
textbook cohort was asked to leave the room, and the 3D
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Figure 1. 3D printed mediastinal model developed within our institution.

and/or 3D model lecture using the resources from their
respective cohorts.

Figure 2. Test to identify 12 mediastinal structures on a prosected human cadaver.

model cohort was provided with an additional 10-min interactive lecture reviewing the same focused mediastinal anatomic structures using the 3D model. Trainees were given
the opportunity to self-study after the textbook lecture

Once all participants completed their self-study period (for
approximately 10 min after the lecture), all participants
returned to the cadaver model for a post-test to identify
the same 12 structures assessed on the pre-test. Again,
time to test completion was recorded. The post-test
included additional questions on the trainee’s primary anatomy educational resource and reassessing interest in thoracic surgery and confidence in ability to identify mediastinal
structures. Further, the intervention cohort was asked to
self-report whether the 3D printed model of the mediastinum improved the participant’s ability to identify key mediastinal structures, and assessed participant enjoyment using
the model to learn anatomy. All subjective questions utilized
a 5-point Likert scale (strongly agree, agree, neither agree or
disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree). At the end of the
study, the control cohort was given the same lecture that the
intervention cohort received using the 3D model.
Ultimately, all participants were asked to provide anonymous feedback and comments using a free response question on their experience with the model. This study was
assessed by the Institutional Review Board, and deemed to
present minimal risk of harm to all study participants;
accordingly a notice of exemption for full review was
obtained.
Test scoring and statistical analysis
A blinded grader scored all tests out of a possible 12 points.
A full point was given for correct laterality and structure. A
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Medical trainees assessed for eligibility
(n=10)

Enrollment

Excluded
(n=0)
Randomized
(n=10)

Control: Textbook (n=5)

Intervention: 3D model (n= 5)

Allocaon

Pre-Test
10 minute lecture using 2D images from
textbook resources

10 minute lecture using 2D images from
textbook resources
10 minute lecture using 3D model

Post-Test

Analysis

Analyzed
(n=5)

Analyzed
(n=5)

Figure 3. CONSORT diagram for the study.

half point was given for the correct structure but incorrect
laterality. Test scores and times to test completion for each
participant were compared using paired t tests. Further, the
differences in the mean score and time to completion
between pre- and post-test were compared between the
two cohorts using independent sample t tests. Categorical
variables were compared using Fisher exact and chi-squared
tests. A P value 50.05 was considered statistically significant. All analyses were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics,
Version 25 (IBM, Armonk, NY).

Results
Cadaver anatomy test results
A total of ten medical trainees participated in the study.
After randomization, five participants were assigned to the
textbook cohort and five participants to the 3D model
cohort. There was no difference between the groups in
terms of gender (male: 60% vs. 60%, P 4 0.99). The textbook group (pre-medical students, 2; medical students, 3)
and 3D model group (pre-medical student, 1; medical students, 4) were of similar educational level (P = 0.67), as
shown in Table 1. There were significant improvements in
test scores between pre-test and post-test for the textbook
cohort (3.7  1.9 to 5.9  2.5, P = 0.003) and 3D model
cohort (5.0  2.2 to 7.6  1.9, P = 0.007), as well as the
overall cohort (4.4  2.1 to 6.8  2.3, P 5 0.01). However,
there were no statistical differences in the time to test

completion for either cohort or the overall cohort (6.9 
1.4 to 5.7  1.7 min, P = 0.08) (Table 2). Comparing the
two cohorts with one another, greater improvements were
observed in the 3D model cohort compared with the textbook cohort in terms of test scores (2.6  1.2 vs. 2.2  0.8,
P = 0.53) and time to test completion ( 1.6  2.1 vs. 0.8
 1.9 min, P = 0.54), but these differences were not statistically significant (Fig. 4).
Subjective outcomes and student feedback
Among all participants, 70% listed using textbooks as the
primary resource used to study anatomy, and the remaining
30% utilized textbooks in combination with either online
virtual anatomy or video resources. A single trainee
within the 3D model cohort responded with an increased
interest in thoracic surgery between pre-test and post-test.
Similarly, between testing, three trainees in each cohort
reported increased levels of confidence in identifying mediastinal anatomy. All five of the trainees using the 3D model
acknowledged a perceived benefit in their ability to identify
key mediastinal structures (agree, 80%; strongly agree, 20%)
and in enjoyment (agree, 20%; strongly agree, 80%). Positive
feedback from trainees in both cohorts included the visualspatial relationships and haptics afforded by the model that
standardized textbooks failed to provide, as well as general
excitement in using an innovative 3D model to learn human
anatomy. Student comments included: “[the 3D model was]
very helpful distinguishing between anterior and posterior
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics and subjective assessment
after the post-test
Textbook
(n = 5)

3D model
(n = 5)

P value

Male

3

3

40.99

Female

2

2

Sex

Trainee education level



Pre-medical undergraduate

2

1

Medical student year 1

1

2

0.67

Medical student year 2

1

2

Medical student year 4

1

0

Increased confidence in
anatomic knowledge

3

3

40.99

Increased interest in
thoracic surgery

0

1

0.37



One participant was a first year physician assistant student.

Table 2. Medical trainee cadaver test results
Pre-test

Post-test

P value

Cadaver test scores (out of 12 points)
Textbook

3.7  1.9

5.9  2.5

0.003

3D model

5.0  2.2

7.6  1.9

0.007

Time to test completion (minutes)
Textbook

7.2  1.8

6.4  1.8

0.41

3D model

6.6  0.9

5.0  1.4

0.16

Values are reported as the mean  standard deviation. Compared using paired t
tests.

structures, not as apparent in 2D images found in
textbooks”; “the ability to manipulate the [3D] model was
stimulating and provided me with a greater appreciation for
the proximity of important mediastinal structures”.

Discussion
Once utilized for niche industrial prototyping, 3D printing
is becoming an affordable resource with increasing ubiquity
in a variety of medical applications.12 Utilizing this technology for medical education has several advantages and
addresses concerns that the existing anatomy education
landscape may be in decline.4,19,20 Namely, 3D models
give medical trainees the ability to manipulate and interact
with the 3D aspects of human anatomy. Given the increasing financial, ethical, and logistical barriers associated with
cadaveric resources, educators have turned to innovative
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alternatives to supplement existing 2D resources outside of
the cadaver lab.4,9,21
Our findings in this study did not support our hypothesis
because we did not find any objective differences in ability
to identify mediastinal anatomy between trainees using
standard 2D didactics and textbooks with those also exposed
to our internally developed 3D printed model. In a randomized controlled trial from Australia, 3D printed models
were compared with cadaveric materials for learning cardiac
anatomy. The trainees using the 3D models alone demonstrated significant improvements in test scores.9 Similarly, in
a veterinary medicine study from the United Kingdom, students utilizing a 3D printed model of an equine foot
demonstrated significantly higher test scores than those
using textbooks or 3D computer models. In both of these
studies, trainees’ knowledge of anatomy was tested using
short-answer questions using labeled images to test identification of structures, highlighting our concern in testing the
efficacy of a 3D resource using 2D materials. In our study,
we identified an increase in test scores for trainees using the
supplemental 3D model compared with those using 2D
resources alone, however, our findings were not statistically
significant. Given the positive findings seen when testing 2D
anatomy knowledge testing in the previously mentioned
studies, it was unexpected to find that the 3D model did
not demonstrate the same efficacy when students were
asked to identify structures using a 3D test resource (prosected cadaver). This may be attributed to the small sample
size, limiting the power to detect differences between our
cohorts. Further, previous studies have suggested novice
trainees exhibit substantial stress, apprehension, and anxiety
during their initial encounter with a cadaver. This may in
part have affected some of our pre-medical participants who
have never been exposed to a cadaver.22,23
Although there were no clear objective benefits with the use
of the 3D printed mediastinal model, there was certainly a
unanimous perceived benefit by all participants using the
model. Other studies have illustrated similar self-reported
findings, suggesting students using 3D printed models are
more likely to demonstrate increased engagement, and may
be more likely to embrace private study using these
models.2,9 It is possible that the novelty of introducing a
new resource, shifting away from the monotony of historically established resources, may artificially enhance the selfperceived benefits of the 3D printed model.4 Nonetheless,
any opportunity to stimulate medical trainee education is
certainly worth considering.
The positive subjective feedback regarding the visual-spatial
benefits received by our participants is certainly reassuring
and aligns with previous literature demonstrating the value
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Mean number of structures accurately
identified

A

B

8

P = 0.53

8

7

7

6

6

Time (min)

54

5

4

3

P = 0.54

5

4

3

2

2

Pre-Test
Textbook

Post-Test
3D Model

Pre-Test
Textbook

Post-Test
3D Model

Figure 4. Comparison of pre-test and post-test (A) test score and (B) time to completion of test for the textbook cohort (control) and the 3D
model cohort (intervention).

of using a physical model for anatomy education.24–26 These
perceived benefits were expected, because the mediastinum
is a clinically important anatomic area with an abundance
of key visual-spatial relationships between major vasculature, nerves, airways, and the esophageal tract. Tactile
manipulation with a 3D model is often an undervalued
learning interaction, however, it has been shown to provide
a significant advantage in trainee understanding and retention of anatomic spatial information and relationships.2,25
For this reason, cadaver educational resources have
remained the mainstay of medical trainee education.27
Unique innovative attempts to develop alternatives to cadaver resources for trainees while maintaining tactile manipulation have included clay molding,24,28,29 plastination,30,31
and body painting.32
Collectively, all medical trainees participating in our study
demonstrated marked improvements in scores between pretest and post-test. As our study design aggregated traditional
2D resources (textbook images with a didactic lecture), it is
not possible to identify an individual study resource that
may have benefited the participants. The didactic teaching
process and teacher may have contributed to the overall
positive change in score for the medical trainees. The teaching process itself has been identified as a confounding variable in educational comparative analyses, particularly when
an investigator is directly involved in the teaching process.33
Although out of the scope of this study, there is a possibility
that educators may be better teachers when a 3D anatomic
model is available to facilitate their didactic process. In
particular, new teachers having difficulty explaining anatomic relationships to their students may benefit the most
from having tangible models available. One of the unique

features of 3D printing of educational anatomic models is
the relative scalability and affordability of fabricating several
models for a class group, a cheaper alternative to purchasing
generic plastic models.32 Further, as 3D printing technology
continues to evolve, it may be possible in the future to
develop patient-specific anatomic models to coalesce with
problem-based learning strategies, particularly in scenarios
with anatomic variation in patients.4
There are several limitations to our study. We expected the
3D printed model to provide substantial benefits compared
with traditional resources, however, the small sample size of
our study limits our group comparisons and prevents us
from drawing definitive conclusions. Although no significant differences in education level were identified between
the two cohorts, the varying educational levels of the medical students who participated in this small randomized
study may introduce selection bias. However, the subjective
benefits identified certainly offer insight into the potential
benefits of incorporating 3D models into medical education,
especially because access to cadaver labs may be limited for
some students. As previously discussed, our study may have
benefited from a blinded instructor not associated with our
study. However, both groups participating in our study were
given the same impartial lecture and 2D textbook anatomic
images. Given the varied study patterns of medical trainees,
it is difficult to determine the ideal length of a lecture,
accordingly the 10-min lectures provided to the participants
in this study may not have been long enough for some. In
addition, both groups were given the opportunity to selfstudy using the resources from their respective cohorts;
this study period may have confounded the outcomes of
this study based on the trainee’s motivation to utilize this
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time. A unique aspect to this study is the testing of anatomic knowledge using a 3D resource. Previous studies have
used 2D testing resources, which may fail to capture the
true utility of using 3D models. There are a few limitations
to the use of 3D printing for developing anatomic models
for medical education, including the restricted build size
depending on the dimensions of the print chamber, and
the costs associated with materials and post-print processing. Moreover, further larger scale studies using 3D testing
resources are needed to validate the use of 3D printed
models.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Conclusions
3D printed anatomic models offer an innovative solution to
enhance the current standard of anatomy education. This
educational tool is not a substitute for cadaveric resources,
instead it should be considered a supplement that can be
used by medical trainees to improve anatomic retention and
knowledge. The principal advantage of utilizing 3D printed
models may be the visual-spatial relationships appreciated
by medical trainees, a particularly important facet for mediastinal anatomy. As 3D printed models continue to be
developed, future studies are needed to validate this potentially beneficial educational resource.
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